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ABSTRACT

During Fredericksburg

(Early Cretaceous) time the

entire Callahan Divide area of west-central Texas was the
site of clayey, lime-mud accumulation in a normal-marine,

shallow-shelf environment.

Lateral homogeneity of the

quiet-water environment was soon interrupted locally by

the deposition of bioclastic
highly agitated

lime-sands in a linear,

shoal-zone coinciding with a portion of

the axis of a regional, positive, Paleozoic structural
feature known as the Concho Arch.

Localized shoal conditions persisted throughout

most of Fredericksburg time and resulted in the deposi
tion of a thick sequence of grainstones and packstones

collectively referred to in this paper as the Callahan

Complex.

Numerous diastems within the Callahan Complex re
sulted from intermittent subaerial exposure, lithification
and subsequent submergence of the area and attest to a
complex depositional history of the sand body.

Diastems

in the lime-sand sequence resulted from the combined effect
of

(1) rapid accumulation of sediment on topographically

high areas of the sea bottom and

(2) fluctuations of sea

level resulting from regional differential subsidence of

viii

the structurally high Callahan Divide area with respect to

flanking basins.
Relief on the sea bottom was due primarily to erosional relief produced during the periods of subaerial
exposure and provided sites for the shallow shoal-areas

in which well-sorted, fine-grained, bioclastic material

was concentrated.
Passageways for marine currents through the shoal

area formed as channels normal to the linear trend.

Well-

sorted ooliths and coarse, poorly sorted, bioclastic
grains characterize the two types of channel lithologies.

During its deposition the Callahan Complex separated

a marly, lime-mud depositional area to the northeast and
a less-marly, tidal-flat-dolomite depositional area to
the southwest.

The sand body (1) acted as a barrier to

the passage of terrigenous clay being received from a

distant source-to the northeast and
normal circulation of marine waters

(2) locally inhibited

INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope

Recent work by Moore

(1967) on the Callahan Divide

of west-central Texas revealed the presence

of abrupt

lateral lithofacies changes within the Fredericksburg
limestones of the area.

Eight sections

(Appendix B) mea

sured by Moore during a regional stratigraphic reconnais
sance study of west Texas exhibit lateral lithofacies
changes indicating at least three distinct depositional
environments which were contemporaneous during Fredericks

burg time.

His observations suggested the presence during

Early Cretaceous time of a southwestern depositional area

(presently occupying the western and southern parts of

the Callahan Divide and the northern edge of the Edwards
Plateau) separated from a northeastern depositional area
(northern and eastern parts of Callahan Divide) by a north-

west-southeast-trending carbonate-sand body

(Figure 1).

Within the southwestern area dolomite dominates the
lithologic sequence while contemporaneous rocks in the

northeastern area are comprised mainly of biogenic, lime
wackestones containing considerable amounts of terrigenous

clay.

This relationship further suggested the carbonate-

sand body acted as a barrier, separating less open marine
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waters to the south from a more normal marine depositional

area immediately to the northeast of the carbonate-sand
area, (Skelly Hobbs area, Figure 1) .

The purpose of this study, therefore, has been to
examine in detail the stratigraphic facies relationships on

the Callahan Divide with particular emphasis on determining
the geometry and depositional origin of the carbonate-sand

body.

An additional objective of the study was to determine

facies boundaries for several time-stratigraphic units with

in the Fredericksburg limestones of the Callahan Divide in

hopes of adding to an interpretation of Fredericksburg geo
logic history in west-central Texas.

Methods of Investigation

Field methods employed in this study consisted of exam
ining in detail, eleven previously undescribed vertical stra

tigraphic sections of limestone strata

(Appendix A)

lying

above the Antlers Sand, a fine- to medium-grained, quartz
sand comprising the basal unit of the Cretaceous System in

the Callahan Divide area

(Figure 2).

The sections were

measured with a hand level and steel tape.

Field notes consisted of a sketched weathering profile

of the measured section notated with symbols for fossils,
sedimentary structures, bedding characteristics and

4
lithologies.

The profile was supplemented with a rock

sample description made through hand lens inspection.

Section profiles were described in units bounded verti
cally by distinct changes in lithology or by unconformable

surfaces marked by pelecypod borings.

At least one oriented

rock sample was taken from each unit.
The rock samples were later prepared for laboratory
examination by cutting a one-half-inch-thick slab from the
specimens and polishing both sides with 600 grit, carborundum
powder.

One side was then etched in five percent HC1 for

approximately fifteen seconds.

To supplement the descrip

tion of some samples, peels of the etched surfaces were made
using a liquid plastic solution described by Buehler

(1948) .

Thirty-nine thin sections were made frcm specimens repre

senting significant lithologies in four sections.

Dolomitic

specimens were described from slabs stained with Alizarin

Red S solution.

microscope.

The slabs were examined with a binocular

Peels and thin sections were described using

a petrographic microscope.

Descriptions of specimens were

made with emphasis on grain types and texture of the rock.
Appropriate rock names were applied to the specimens accord

ing to the classification scheme of Dunham (1962).

Dunham's

classification system is used exclusively in this paper.
Descriptions of the rock samples and peels were later used

5

to supplement field notes in a comprehensive section descrip

tion which was drafted onto the weathering profile.

Geography and Physiography of Callahan Divide

Physiographically the Callahan Divide is an eroded
remnant of the Edwards Plateau and is geographically located
in parts of Nolan, Taylor and Coke counties immediately north

of the Colorado River

(Figure 1).

cuesta is approximately 250 feet.

Maximum relief on the
Regional dip is less than

The Callahan Divide derives

one degree to the southeast.

its name from nearby Callahan County, Texas.

Previous Work

Little attention has been given to the Lower Cretaceous

exposed on the Callahan Divide since it was first investi

gated and described by Taff

(1892).

Taff's early effort to

break the limestones of the Callahan Divide area into recog

nizable geologic units relied on paleontologic criteria.

He

assigned the name "Texana Beds" to the lower part of the
nodular limestone sequence containing Ceratostreon texanum

(also known incorrectly as Exogyra texana).
Shumard's nomenclature

(1860)

Following

he assigned the name Comanche

Peak to the intermediate interval lying above the "Texana
Beds" and below the massive rudist limestones to which he

6

also applied Shumard's term "Caprina Limestone".
Later investigations by Hill

(1901)

resulted in assign

ment of the names Walnut Formation to the Ceratostreon
texanum-bearing interval and Comanche Peak Formation to the
intermediate interval lying above the E. texana beds and
below the upper massive rudist-bearing limestones to which

he applied the name Edwards Formation.

Usage of the names

applied by Hill, and recognition of the units based on

paleontologic criteria was continued by later workers
(Hoots, 1926; Adkins, 1933) .

Moore's work

(1967)

is the most recent attempt to de

velop a stratigraphic framework for the west-central Texas
Fredericksburg Division.

His investigation was aimed pri-

marily at relating the complex facies of this area to stra

tigraphic equivalents on the Edwards Plateau and north
central Texas.

As a result, Moore has suggested temporary

revisions of stratigraphic nomenclature for the Fredericks

burg limestones of the Callahan Divide.

Figure 2 illus

trates Moore's nomenclature proposals which are followed in
this paper.
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STRATIGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS AND GEOLOGIC SETTING OF
CALLAHAN DIVIDE LIMESTONES

Stratigraphic Relationships and
Lithologic Characteristics

Limestones of the Callahan Divide are of Lower

Cretaceous

(Comanchean, Albian)

age and are equivalent to

the Walnut, Comanche Peak and Edwards formations of north
central and south-central Texas.

The Walnut, Comanche Peak

and Edwards formations

comprise the upper lime

(Figure 2)

stone part of the Fredericksburg Division of the Cretaceous

Comanchean Series of Texas.
Within the Callahan Divide area, two distinct limestone
units can be recognized.

They are

(1)

nodular unit with interbedded marls and

a lower, predominatly

(2)

an upper, massive,

rudist-bearing unit predominantly composed of sequences of

Dolomite and cross-bedded carbonate sands.
sequences are present mainly as thick

tion

The dolomite

beds without lamina

and as thinly laminated units exhibiting mud cracks

and possible plant root burrows.

The upper unit contains

relatively little terrigenous material.

Based on position in sequence and general similarity of
lithology and faunal content the lower nodular unit is an
undifferentiated stratigraphic equivalent of the Walnut and
Comanche Peak formations of north-central and south-central

9

Figure 3. Thinly laminated, tidal-flat dolomite
exhibiting mud cracks.
Unit 18, Mulberry Canyon
section.
Hammer is sixteen inches long.

Figure 4. Fine-grained dolomite exhibiting no
laminae.
Unit 16, Barton-Lambert section.
Hammer is sixteen inches long.
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Texas

(Figure 2).

Faunal zones serving as prominent markers

within the upper part of the Walnut Formation in north

central Texas cannot be extended westward into the Callahan
Divide area

(Moore, 1967) .

The upper, massive, rudist limestones are stratigraphically equivalent to the Upper Edwards Formation of southwest-central Texas and the Edwards Formation of north

central and south-central Texas

(Figure 2) .

The Edwards

Formation is distinguished from the lower Walnut-Comanche
Peak unit primarily by its abundant rudist content.

The

rudist-bearing limestones are also characterized by cross
bedded, bioclastic and oolitic grainstones and thinly lam

inated to thickly bedded dolomite sequences.

Rudists are

present as accumulations of bioclastic debris or as "mound
like" features and are present in all sections measured in

the study area.

Dolomite, however, is not present in the

vertical sequence of five sections in the study area.

The

significance of a boundary separating a northern area, in

which no dolomite is present, from a southern area with
sections containing dolomite sequences, is discussed later
in this paper under the topic heading "Interval VII". p. 81.
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Geologic Setting

The Callahan Divide area during deposition of the

Fredericksburg Division limestones, was part of a wide

continental shelf located approximately midway between the

East Texas Embayment to the east and the Rio Grande Embay
ment to the south-southwest (Figure 5) .

The Callahan Divide coincides with a broad linear
Paleozoic structural high known as the Concho Arch (Figure

6) .

The Concho Arch was described by Cheney (1929)

Cheney and Goss

and

(1952) with relation to the Llano uplift

area situated southeast of the Callahan Divide.

They

described the Llano uplift as the uptilted southeast part
of a Paleozoic structural axis

(Concho Arch)

extending

northwest away from the Llano uplift into the Texas Panhandle
region.

This regional structural feature is a northwest

extension or counterpart of the San Marcos Arch of south-

central Texas

(Figure 5) .

The positive structure of the

Concho Arch is reflected at the surface in a loss of dis
tinctive facies within the Fredericksburg limestones as

they are traced from north-central Texas into the Callahan
Divide area .

The influence of the arch can probably best

be observed, however, by the drastic structural thinning
of the basal Comanchean strata

(particularly the sands)

12

SIMPLIFIED PHYSIOGRAPHIC AND STRUCTURAL MAP OF TEXAS

FIGURE 5

13
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as they are traced westward or northeastward toward the

Callahan Divide area

(Figure 2).

These facts indicate

that subsidence across the wide continental shelf was

probably not homogeneous.

Consequently, the Callahan

Divide area was probably situated as part of the shallow

est area on the continental shelf during Early Cretaceous
time.
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FACIES ANALYSIS OF LOWER WALNUT-COMANCHE PEAK LIMESTONES

The lower thirty-five to forty feet of the WalnutComanche Peak limestones was deposited as the basal trans
gressive unit of the Fredericksburg Division.

The deposi

tional environment was apparently uniform across the study
area during Early Fredericksburg time as evidenced by the

laterally homogeneous nature of the nodular, biogenic
wackestones characterizing the lower part of the WalnutComanche Peak sequence across the Callahan Divide.

The contact of the unfossiliferous Antlers Sand and
the overlying, nodular, clay-bearing Walnut-Comanche Peak

limestones is conformable and transitional through a fossil-

iferous sand zone approximately one to two feet thick.

This

transition interval contains Ceratostreon texanam, Texigry-

phaea, and sparsely distributed clams and echinoids.

The

fossiliferous sand zone is uniformly thick across the

Callahan Divide and grades up abruptly into nodular, sandy

to silty, mollusk fragment wackestone also containing C.
texanam, Texigryphaea and echinoids.

Samples from the basal

ten to twenty feet of the Walnut-Comanche Peak limestones

exhibit sparse but well fragmented shell material and Algal
plates in a well developed micrite matrix.

from ten to twenty percent.

Allochems range

Sand and silt content is

16

Figure 7. Contact of Antlers Sand and WalnutComanche Peak limestones.
Fossiliferous sand-zone
(between dashed lines) is approximately 1.5 feet
thick.
Skelly-Hobbs area.

Figure 8. Close view of marly, nodular, WalnutComanche Peak limestones. Mulberry Canyon section.

X
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estimated to be less than five percent.

Few whole fossils

are observed in the basal ten to twenty feet of the WalnutComanche Peak sequence.

Fragmentation of the shell material

in this quiet water environment is probably the result of

intense burrowing activity of organisms in the muddy sub
strate during deposition.

Numerous burrows filled with

relatively coarse material were observed in outcrops of the

lower ten to twenty feet of the Walnut-Comanche Peak lime
stones .

Some samples exhibit a mottled or churned appear

ance indicating burrowing activity.

The mottled appearance

is perhaps also due to weathering as evidenced by the pre
sence of secondary pyrite and hematite crystals in the
mottled patches.

In general, the lower thirty-five to forty feet of the
Walnut-Comanche Peak sequence of the Callahan Divide may be

characterized as algal, mollusk fragment wackestones.

Miliolids and pellets are common in some specimens.

Intra

clasts can be recognized in some specimens, but are not

common.

Algae are the most common single grain constituents.

In some samples algae constitute more than seventy-five per
cent of the grains and more than fifty percent of the total

rock specimen.

The ubiquitous presence of,algal plates and

thalli in the rock specimens from the lower thirty-five to

forty feet of the Walnut-Comanche Peak limestones indicates

that conditions suitable to a thriving growth of algae
widespread over the Callahan Divide area during Early-

Fredericksburg time.

The writer does not mean to imply

however, that algae were the dominant organisms in this

environment.

Bathurst

(1967)

points out that Halimeda

(identified in rock specimens from this study)

grows

rapidly, has a very short life span and is capable of c
tributing sedimentary particles to the depositional env
ment at a much more rapid rate than other organisms sue

mollusks.

Marl zones, burrows and nodular bedding are the me
striking physical characteristics of the basal thirty-f

to forty feet of the Walnut-Comanche Peak limestones or

Callahan Divide.

The marl zones contain relatively mor

abundant echinoids, clams, gastropods, and oysters thar

nodular limestones.
♦

Burrows are the most common sedimentary structures
served in the Walnut-Comanche Peak limestones.

are

The bur

filled with relatively coarse material having a ye]

color contrasting distinctively with the darker tan to

color of the surrounding rock material.

The nodular we

ing character of the Walnut-Comanche Peak limestones is
bably largely the result of extensive burrowing of the

sediment by organisms during deposition.

19

Figure 9. Algal, mollusk fragment wacke
stone typical of nodular, Walnut-Comanche
Peak limestones.
Specimen also contains
pellets, forams and echinoid fragments.
25 X. Martin Ranch section, unit 3.

20
The nodular, marly Walnut-Comanche Peak limestones
on the Callahan Divide were deposited in a relatively quiet,

non-agitated, normal marine environment.

Lime mud accumu

lation was favored and dominated carbonate deposition in

warm, shallow water.

Non-agitated conditions probably re

sulted from water depth great enough to allow the muddy

substrate freedom from wave action above.

Currents were

mild and insufficient to sort the abundant supply of

mollusk and algal fragments contributed by the rich fauna
and flora living in the environment.

Periodically, the en

vironment received relatively great influxes of terrigenous
clay material as indicated by the presence of marl zones.

4
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CALLAHAN CARBONATE-SAND COMPLEX

General Description

Massive to cross-bedded, coarse- to fine-grained grain

stones and packstones are present in thick sequences in
four sections measured in the study area.

The sections are:

Barton-Lambert Ranch, Brooks Ranch, Culwell Ranch and Sweet
water

(Appendices A and B).

These sections are hereafter

referred to collectively as the "Callahan Complex" or the

"Complex".

Figure lo shows the areal relationship of the

sections.

The major part of the Sweetwater section is located
in a roadcut approximately eight miles south of Sweetwater,
Texas

(Figure 10) .

Moore

(1967)

This section was first described by

and was found to contain an anomalously thick

sequence of massive to cross-bedded grainstones and pack

stones occupying an interval stratigraphically equivalent to

nodular wackestones of the upper Walnut-Comanche limestones
and rudist reefs of the lower Edwards Formation in the

eastern part of the Callahan Divide.
Figure 10).

(Skelly-Hobbs area.

Subsequent measurement by the writer of sec

tions immediately surrounding the Sweetwater section indeed

confirms an elongate carbonate-sand body in the locality.

The Sweetwater section contains the thickest vertical

.X>
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sequence

of grainstones and packstones and occupies the

center or the axis of the complex.

The following discussion outlines the geometry, facies

analysis and a description of the various sedimentary
structures characteristic of these rocks.

Geometry

Shape and areal extent of the Callahan Complex is

shown in Figures 11 through 13.

The configurations illus

trated in these diagrams include a thin, tongue-like, east

ward extension of the grainstone mass into the eastern
Callahan Divide area

(Skelly-Hobbs area).

The main body of the Complex is situated with its axis
(60 foot contour line of Figure 11)

along a line connecting

the Sweetwater section and Brooks Ranch section.

The

Callahan Complex has an assymetrical, lenticular shape in a

southwest-northeast direction.

The assymetrical shape

results from a lateral extension of the grainstone mass into
the Skelly Hobbs area and is illustrated in cross section

A-A' of Figure 12.

cross section B-B' of Figure 12 reveals

that the greatest thickness of carbonate sands within the
Complex lies along this line and is slightly tapered or

thinned in a southeast direction.
Thicknesses used in preparing the isopachous map were

Sweetwater

FIGURE 11.

Merkel

Isopachous Map of Callahan Complex.
Interval contoured bounded by lines drawn at
base of unit 11 and top of unit 22 of
Sweetwater section.
Dashed lines are
extrapolated.
Contour interval = 10 ft. U.S.G.S. Big Spring
1-65; 1:250,000
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FIGURE. 12.

Cross section diagrams of Isopachous Map,
Callahan Complex.
Vertical exaggeration
approximately 420X. Vertical datums are
base unit 11 and top unit 22, Sweetwater
section.
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II

V

B a rto n -L a m b e rt R an ch I
B ro c k s R a n c h

B a r to n - L a m b e r t R an ch I I

S w e e tw a te r

S k e lly - H o b b s

B ro o k s R an ch

B a r to n - L a m b e r t R an ch I

B a r to n - L a m b e r t R an ch
S w e e tw a te r

C u lw e ll R a n c h

derived by measuring that part of the lithologic seque

bounded by horizontal lines drawn at the base of unit
and the top of unit 22 of the Sweetwater section.

Thi

interval contains the thickest continuous vertical seq

of grainstone-packstone lithology in any of the sectio
the study area.

In other sections the thickest contin

grainstone-packstone sequence equivalent to the Sweetw

grainstone packstone interval was used to prepare the
isopachous map.

Contour lines between the Sweetwater

tion and sections in the Skelly Hobbs area are extrapc

and are represented on the isopachous map by dashed li

An additional map

(Figure 13), prepared using pex

grainstone-packstone lithology in the entire vertical
sequence of the four Callahan Complex sections indicat

configuration similar to the one shown in Figure 11.
Control on the geometry of the mass is limited b\
of sections south of the Brooks Ranch and Barton-Lambe
Ranch sections.

The Culwell Ranch and Sweetwater sect

represent the northern extent of outcrop of Cretaceous

in the Callahan Divide, thus limiting control in a noi

direction.

Merkel

Sweetwater

FIGURE 13.

Percent grainstone-packstone map of
Callahan Complex.
Numbers = percent
grainstone-packstone lithology of
entire measured section.
Contour
interval = 10%.
U.S.G.S. Big Spring
1-65; 1:250,000
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Facies Analysis of Callahan Complex

The grainstones comprising the Callahan Complex can
be divided into three basic facies.

sorted, oolitic, grainstone facies

They are:

(1) a well-

(2) a well-sorted, bio

clastic, grainstone-packstone facies and

(3) a poorly

sorted, coarse-grained, bioclastic, grainstone facies.

Well-sorted, oolitic, qrainstone facies:

The oolitic, grainstone facies is generally composed of

well-sorted grains exhibiting multiple coats on nuclei of
various types.

The well-developed ooliths are large, well-

rounded grains with an average size of 0.7 mm, but ranging
to 1.0 mm in maximum diameter.

Nuclei consist of foram

tests, algal and mollusk fragments, glauconite and other
grains.

Many of these ooliths have multiple nuclei.

Super

ficial ooliths or grains enveloped with only one or two

thin coats are well-rounded to angular and consist primari
ly of mollusk and algal fragments.

An admixture of thin mollusk fragments in the oolitic

facies deprives it of an otherwise very well-sorted texture.
Grapestone aggregates

(Illing,

1954) are locally abundant

in this facies, but are minor as a constituent relative to
the other grain types.

A description of the grapestone

grains is given special treatment as an addition to the

29

Figure 14. Well-sorted, oolitic grainstone.
Grains are well-rounded and multi-coated.
Photomicrograph taken of peel.
Barton-Lam
bert Ranch section, unit 13.
32X
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facies discussion.

Well-sorted, bioclastic, grainstone-packstone facies:
The well-sorted, bioclastic, grainstone-packstone

facies is moderately well-sorted and consists primarily of

fragmented, uncoated, mollusk valves, algal plates and foram
tests, with minor quantities of intraclasts and grapestone

aggregates.

This facies is primarily bioclastic in origin

and is generally well- to moderately well-sorted with grains
ranging in size from 0.2 mm to 1.0 mm, but averaging

Mud is present in quantities of less

approximately 0.3 mm.

than fifty percent of the total rock.

when mud is present.

Pellets are observed

Large whole fossils or shell fragments

are present in this facies, but are minor as a constituent.

Glauconite is locally abundant in the well-sorted, grainstone-packstone facies.

Poorly sorted, coarse-grained, bioclastic, grainstone facies:

This coarse-grained, poorly sorted, bioclastic facies

consists of grains ranging in size from approximately 0.2 mm
to cobble-size fragments of rudists and other whole or
broken mollusk valves.

The grain composition of the sand

size particles includes foram tests, mollusk fragments,
algal plates, intraclasts and unidentified particles.

Of

the three facies described thus far, grapestone is least
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Figure 15. Algal, mollusk fragment packstone.
Well-sorted, grainstone-packstone facies. Note
patch of mud containing pellets at base. Culwell Ranch section, unit 12.
14X.

Figure 16. Algal, mollusk fragment grainstone.
Well-sorted, grainstone-packstone facies.
Barton-Lambert Ranch section, unit 9. 8.5X.
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Figure 17. Mollusk fragment grainstone containing
large gastropod and rudist fragments. Note cross-bed
ding.
Poorly sorted, coarse-grained grainstone facies.
Specimen is 4 inches wide.
Brooks Ranch, unit 16.

Figure 18.
Poorly sorted algal, mollusk fragment
grainstone. Note irregular contact between fine-grained,
cross-laminated layer below and massive layer above.
Specimen is 6 inches wide.
Brooks Ranch, unit 16.
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common in the coarse-grained, bioclastic, grainstone
facies.
This

facies is characterized in part by cross-bedded

laminae of well-sorted,

fine-grained particles alternating

in sequence with cross-beds of coarse, poorly sorted mate
rial containing most of the cobble-size and pebble-size

fragments.

"Grapestone 11 Type Grains :

Well-developed grapestone and botryoidal lumps

(Tiling,

1954) are found in all of the facies described above.
Grapestone grains, however, are more numerous and best

developed in the well-sorted, bioclastic, grainstone-pack

stone facies.

The grapestone grains are composed of an aggregate of
fine-sand-size fragments cemented together and surrounding

a nucleus of micrite, sparry calcite or less frequently,
a nucleus of other grains

(Figure 19).

The grapestone

grains range in size from approximately 0.4 mm to 1.0 mm in
diameter.

Shape of the composite grains varies from sphe

rical to irregular and elongate

(Figure 19)-

The smaller grains comprising the grapestone aggregates
are derived from foram tests, mollusk and echinoid frag

ments, glauconite and other particles which the writer
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Figure 19.
Grapestone aggregates. Note variety of
grain types within each aggregate.
Bumpy, outer surface
is well demonstrated in the two grains shown.
Barton Lambert Ranch, unit 13,
Photomicrograph of peel.
32X.

Figure 20.
Botryoidal lumps resulting from abrasion
and oolitic coating of grapestone aggregates.
BartonLambert Ranch section, unit 13.
Photomicrograph of
peel.
32X.
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could not identify.

The smaller constituent grains vary in

size, shape and roundness within individual grapestone
grains.
Most of the grapestone grains exhibit the irregular or

lumpy outer surface from which this grain type derives its

name.

Other aggregates

(botryoidal lumps) exhibit varying

degrees of abrasion and oolitic accretion resulting in a
smoother, more nearly spherical shape

(Figure 20).

The writer's observations, based on visual estimates,

indicate a more frequent occurrence of the grapestone

aggregates in the well- to moderately well-sorted, bio
clastic, grainstone-packstone facies.

This facies is

interpreted to have formed on shallow shoal areas which

would be relatively more conducive to growth and preserva
tion of grapestone than the channel environments of the
other two facies.

Directional Features

Directional features in the Callahan Complex consist
primarily of small to large-scale cross-bedding.

Small-

scale cross-bedding consists of gently inclined, planar

beds or small, shallow-trough festoons.

Large-scale cross

bedding is present as large, deep-trough festoons and large,
steeply inclined accretion beds1

(see "Inclined Accretion

Beds" p. 71)•

Cross-bedding directions were measured on fully exposed
inclined bedding surfaces.

True dip direction of the in

clined surfaces was obtained in each measurement taken.

No measurements of cross-bedding exposed on vertical rock
faces were taken.

Well-exposed bedding surfaces suitable

for measurement of dip directions are present in unit twelve

of the Culwell Ranch section, unit thirteen of the BartonLambert Ranch section, and units seventeen and eighteen of

the Brooks Ranch section.

The only directional features

which are exposed well enough for reliable directional

1The accretion beds described in this study are inter
preted to have been deposited as "spit accretion deposits
building away from an exposed land area (Ball, 1967) and
should not be confused with the "accretion ripple" struc
tures described by Imbrie and Buchanan, (1965).
The reader
is referred to the references cited above for discussions
of two types of sedimentary accretion structures and other
types of cross-stratification observed in carbonate sand
deposits of the Bahamas area.

Figure 21.
Small-scale, planar cross-bedding in unit
13 of Barton-Lambert Ranch section.
Note imbricate
structure of thin laminae. Hammer is 16 inches long.

Figure 22.
Close view of small-scale, planar cross
bedding. Cross-bedded material is oolitic.
BartonLambert Ranch section, unit 13.
Hammer is 16 inches
long.
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Figure 23.
Large-scale, festoon cross-bedding in oolitic
facies, Barton-Lambert Ranch.
Deep, arcuate troughs are
clearly visible.
Hammer is 16 inches long.

Figure 24.
Large-scale, festoon Cross-bedding in unit
13, Barton-Lambert Ranch section. Note low inclina
tion of thin beds.
Hammer is 16 inches long.
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measurements in the Sweetwater section are the inclined

beds of unit eighteen.
sion later.

This unit is given special discus

("Inclined Accretion Beds").

Small-scale, planar cross bedding is manifested as

strata varying one inch to two inches in thickness with
inclinations ranging 8 to 16 degrees

(Figures 21 and 22 ).

Large-scale cross-bedding is present as large festoons in
which strata is inclined as much as 18 degrees

and

24 ).

(Figures 23

The greatest thickness of individual beds in

the large-scale cross-bedding is six inches.

Major current

directions as determined by cross-bedding dip directions

in individual outcrops are shown in combination with a
series of lithofacies maps illustrating successive stages
of growth of the Complex

Callahan Complex", p.45).

(see "Depositional History of the
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Basis for Correlation within the Callahan Complex

The Callahan Complex was not deposited without inter
ruption.

This is indicated by numerous diastems occurring

at different stratigraphic levels within the sand body.
The diastems are represented by oxidized

(iron stained)

surfaces prominently exhibiting shallow to deep borings
made by boring marine organisms.

The bored surfaces are

interpreted to represent periods of subaerial exposure or

emergence which allowed lithification of the sediments
deposited before exposure.

Subsequent inundation of the

area provided a rock substrate apparently ideal

bivalve mollusks

(Perkins,

.orxng

1966). • Figures 25 and 26 illus

trate the intensity of boring activity which accompanied

the inundation of these rock surfaces.
Physical tracing or "walking out" of the bored sur
faces from one section to another could not be accomplished.
Correlations of bored surfaces

(priority criterion in

correlation of all sections), were made from section pro
files and were based on presence of these surfaces at

similar stratigraphic levels, especially where two or more

are closely spaced vertically with matching counterparts
in adjacent sections.

Similar lithology and/or sedimentary

structures above and below the bored surfaces were also
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Figure 25.
Intense activity of boring marine mollusks
on a hard, rock sea-bottom produced the above evidence
by which local, stratigraphic breaks in the Callahan
Complex are recognized.
Culwell Ranch, unit 12. Hammer
is 16 inches long.

Figure 26. Mollusks preserved in borings on upper
surface of unit 13, Barton-Lambert Ranch section. Notethe small raised surfaces caused by differential weather
ing of preserved specimens and surrounding oolite.
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used in determining correct choices of surfaces to correlate

in sections comprising the Callahan Complex.
In two sections boring organisms were found preserved

in the borings.

These borings are unique because of the

specimens which they contain and because they are much

larger in diameter

(5.0 mm to 12.0 mm) than borings found

on any other surface in the study area
These borings are present in similar

(2.0 mm to 4.0 mm).

(oolitic) lithologies

at the top of unit thirteen in the Barton-Lambert Ranch

section and unit twelve in the Brooks Ranch section and,

although differing in stratigraphic position by twelve
feet, have been correlated based on the unique character

istics which they share.
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Explanation of Method of Presentation of Depositional History

The depositional history of the main body of the

Callahan Complex is best presented in stages represented
as time-stratigraphic intervals bounded vertically by

diastems

(bored surfaces).

The relationships of bored

surfaces within the Complex are shown in a panel diagram

(Figure 27).

The diastems are numbered with Arabic numer

als _1 through

For better understanding of the following

discussion, reference to the diastems will be made by
number.

The time-stratigraphic intervals bounded by the

numbered diastems are numbered with Roman numerals I through

VII and also will be referred to by number.
The facies distributions and paleogeography for success
ive stages of growth of the Callahan Complex are illustrated

in the following series of lithofacies maps I_ through VII.
The maps correspond to the time-stratigraphic intervals

described above and are numbered accordingly.

During the

following discussion the reader is referred to the panel
diagram, Figure .27, as an aid to understanding the facies
relationships.
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DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY OF THE CALLAHAN COMPLEX

The diastem represented by bored surface 1 can be

correlated across the Callahan Divide area from the Cuiwell Ranch section to the Zachary Quarry section and
represents a minor regression and exposure of the Callahan
Divide area after the initial advance of the transgressive

sea which produced the basal nodular limestones.

INTERVAL I

Bored surface 1 is overlain by a wackestone unit re

flecting a lime-mud depositional environment much like the
quiet water environment which produced the lower thirty-

five to forty feet of nodular Walnut-Comanche Peak lime
stones .

Locally, in the vicinity of the Barton-Lambert Ranch
section and Brooks Ranch section, well-sorted, bioclastic
grainstones are present and represent a change to more

agitated, higher energy conditions during the later part
of Interval I_.

The more agitated environment probably

resulted from shallowing of water due to depositional
accumulation on gentle or subtle topographically high areas

of the sea bottom.

The topographically high areas were

probably produced during exposure and erosion of surface 1.

SWEETWATER

FIGURE 28.

MERKEL

LITHOFACIES DISTRIBUTIONS
DURING INTERVAL X-
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INTERVAL II

Surface 2 represents the second exposure and reinun
dation of the Callahan Complex area.

Transgression of the

area was accompanied by an enlargement of the shoal area
during Interval II as shown in Figure 29.

Shoal condi

tions allowed the accumulation of well-sorted, bioclastic
grainstone-packstone sediment over the entire Complex area.

Enlargement of the shoal area was probably due primar

ily to topographically high areas produced during the ex
posure and erosion of the Complex area prior to the trans

gression which intitated Interval II.
Small-scale cross-bedding in the well-sorted grain
stones indicates an environment of very shallow water cover
ing gently undulating small shoals subjected to strong wave
action and intervening shallow channels swept by moderately
strong currents.

The small shoal areas, and particularly inter-shoal
channels, were probably also locally grass covered.

A

grassy environment, especially in the relatively deeper

inter-shoal areas, probably helped to trap the mud which
resulted in local accumulation of packstone sediment.

Burrows are present but not abundant in the grainstone
and packstones of Interval II.

Mollusks and algae were

MERKEL

SWEETWATER

FIGURE 29.

LITHOFACIES DISTRIBUTIONS
DURING EARLY PART OF
INTERVAL II.
(See Figure 28 for legend).
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numerous in the environment, however, as indicated by the

abundant mollusk and algal fragment content in the grain
stones and packstones of this interval.

Water depth was probably not greater than five to ten

feet in the deepest part of the shoal environment of

Interval II.

High energy wave action was concentrated in

the shallower areas in which fragmentation of shell materi

al occurred.
Grapestone bars similar to those described by Imbrie

and Buchanan

(1965) were probably local features.

This is

indicated by the presence of grapestone aggregates as a
common constituent in the grainstones and packstones of
Interval II.

Wave and current energy in the area of grape

stone bars was probably intermediate; i.e., low enough to
allow the fragile aggregates to form, but high enough to

prohibit the accumulation of significant amounts of lime
mud.

A partial

(?) exposure and reinundation of the Complex

in the locality of the Barton-Lambert Ranch and Brooks

Ranch sections occurred during the later part of Interval
II and produced surface 3

(Figure 30).

Surface 3 has no

correlative counterpart in the Culwell Ranch Section.
Surface 2_ in the Culwell Ranch, Barton-Lambert Ranch, and

MERKEL

SWEETWATER

FIGURE 30.

LITHOFACIES DISTRIBUTIONS
DURING LATER PART OF
INTERVAL II.
(See Figure 28 for legend).
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Brooks Ranch sections and surface 3 in the Barton-Lambert

Ranch and Brooks Ranch sections are correlated with strati-

graphically equivalent surfaces in the Sweetwater section.
Surfaces 2_ and 3_ in the Sweetwater section are not bored
but are, however, irregular and burrowed.

Surface 3 at

the Barton-Lambert Ranch and Brooks Ranch localities could

possibly be the result of local accumulation of sediment up
to sea level and subsequent exposure of this isolated area

while surrounding areas remained submerged as agitated
shoals continuing to produce bioclastic grainstones and

packstones.
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INTERVAL III

Well-sorted, bioclastic grainstones and packstones are

present in the lower part of Interval III.

Intermittent

periods of high energy and relatively less-agitated condi

tions prevailed during deposition.

During the later part

of the deposition of Interval III the more or less irregu

lar shoal area assumed a more linear northwest-southeast

attitude.

Carbonate sand material probably accumulated up

to sea level and become exposed along this irregular trend.
Simultaneously, a broad channel area normal to the shoal

area developed in the vicinity of the Barton-Lambert Ranch
and Brooks Ranch sections.

This channel is characterized

by an oolitic lithology containing cross-bedding indicating
opposing directions of transport in a general northeast

southwest direction

(Figure

31).

The channel probably

developed as a natural passageway for tidal currents through

the shoal area which became exposed at sea level on either

side of the channel.

During the deposition of the upper

part of Interval III the channel was best developed in the
area of the Brooks Ranch section.

Ooliths in the upper

part of Interval III are better developed at the Brooks
Ranch locality than at the Barton-Lambert Ranch locality.

SWEETWATER

MERKEL

FIGURE 31.

LITHOFACIES DISTRIBUTIONS
DURING INTERVAL III.
(See Figure 28 for legend).
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Interpretation of a channel environment for the deposi
tion of the oolitic facies of Interval III is based primari

ly

on the lithology and sedimentary structures within the

sequence.

The middle part of Interval III in the Barton-

Lambert Ranch section is characterized by moderate to poor
sorting of coated to non-coated, sand-size mollusk and
algal fragments and large rudist fragments.

The sequence

grades up into better-sorted, coated grains and is character
ized in the upper part of Interval III by well-sorted multi

coated ooliths.
Cross-bedding exhibited in Interval III ranges from
small-scale, planar cross-beds

(Figures 21 and

large-scale deep-trough festoon cross-beds

22) to

(Figure 24).

The

large-scale festoons indicate very high velocity currents

producing scour troughs in the channel environment.

The

gradation upward of less-well-sorted material in the lower
part of Interval III to well-sorted material in the top

is characteristic of a channel sequence.

Cross-bedding dip

directions at the Barton-Lambert Ranch and Brooks Ranch

sections are directly opposed indicating probable tidal

origin.
The northeast-southwest-oriented channel environment

of Interval III probably migrated laterally in a northwest

southeast direction resulting in the rather broad deposit
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illustrated in Figure 31-

Exposure of the area in the locality of the Sweetwater
section resulted in development of surface 4_ simultaneously

with development of the tidal channel

(Figure 31).

Pro

gressively more exposure of the area to the northwest of
the channel allowed surface 4 to migrate into the south

eastern area near the tidal channel.

Surface 4 has no

correlative counterpart in the Culwell Ranch and Brooks

Ranch sections.

This surface was confined to the axis

of the Complex and, therefore,

"dies out" away from the

crest or toward the flanks of the Complex.
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INTERVAL IV

A relative rise in sea level occurred next causing
an inundation of previously exposed parts of the Callahan

Complex.

The major oolite channel in the vicinity of

Barton-Lambert Ranch and Brooks Ranch sections persisted

and migrated slightly northwestward producing a well
developed oolite in Interval IV immediately above surface

4 at the Barton-Lambert Ranch locality.

Concurrent

inundation of a topographically low area at the Sweetwater

section locality occurred probably as the result of erosional relief produced by prolonged exposure of surface 4_.

The low area in the Sweetwater locality resulted in a minor

channel or passageway also normal to the Complex

(Figure 32).

This smaller channel was probably separated form the larger

oolite channel by a shallower shoal area or an area which
may have remained exposed

(Figure 32).

The smaller channel sequence

at the Sweetwater locality

is represented by smalb to large-scale festoon cross-beds
of poorly sorted, coarse
fragments.

material containing large rudist

This material is represented by unit sixteen in

the Sweetwater section.

Cross-bedding in this material was

not considered suitable by the writer for determination, of
current directions.

Cross-bedding suitable for reliable

MERKEL

SWEETWATER

FIGURE 32.

LITTIOFACIES DISTRIBUTIONS
DURING INTERVAL IV.
(See Figure 28 for legend).
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current directions is present in unit twelve at the Culwell Ranch section, and is correlative with unit sixteen

of the Sweetwater section.

Cross-bedding dip directions

in unit twelve of the Culwell Ranch section indicate an

east-northeast current direction

(Figure 32).

The oolite facies of Interval IV in the Barton-Lam
bert Ranch section is gradational upward from oolitic bio
clastic material to well-developed ooliths.

Thinly coated

ooliths and bioclastic material characterize the lower and
middle part of Interval IV.

to 1.0 mm in size.

Well-sorted grains range up

Grapestone aggregates are a common but

relatively minor constituent in the lower part of Interval

IV.

Some large rudist fragments are present in the lower

half of the interval.

The upper part of Interval IV in the

Barton-Lambert Ranch section is comprised entirely of large,

well-sorted, well-developed ooliths ranging 0.5 mm to 1.1 mm
in diameter.

The oolite facies of Interval IV in the Brooks Ranch
section is represented by unit twelve and is comprised of

well-developed ooliths averaging 0.5 mm in diameter.

Thin,

coated, shell fragments are a minor constituent.
Directional features present in the oolite facies of

Interval IV at the Barton-Lambert Ranch and Brooks Ranch
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Figure 33. An oblique cross-section of a sequence of
shallow-trough festoon cross-bedding in the upper part
of Interval TV.
Hammer marks center of festoon trough
which dips away from viewer.
Oolitic facies, BartonLambert Ranch section, unit 13.

Figure 34.
Planar cross-bedding in oolitic facies.
Interval IV, Brooks Ranch section, unit 12.
Hammer
is 16 inches long.
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Figure 35.
Directional features in upper part of
Interval IV, Culwell Ranch section, unit 12.- Smallscale, planar beds are gently inclined to the north
east.
Hammer is 16 inches long.

Figure 36.
Planar cross-bedding in upper part of
Interval IV, Culwell Ranch section, unit 12.
Low in
clination on the thin beds is northeast. Note numer
ous borings on surface.
Hammer is 16 inches long. '
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sections are shown in Figures 33 and 34.

Predominant

current directions indicated by cross-bedding dip direc

tions in the oolite facies of Interval IV are illustrated
in Figure 32.

i

INTERVAL V

Surface 5 represents a major exposure of the Callatian

Complex area.

Withdrawal of the sea from the area resulted

in shallowing of water and a consequent change in deposi
tional environments of adjacent areas

Round Mountain, Zachary Quarry).

(Skelly-Hobbs,

This change is indicated

by the presence of a zone of grainstones and intraclastic
packstones approximately 2 to 10 feet thick at equivalent
stratigraphic levels in sections occupying the eastern

Callahan Divide area.
The depositional environments of the Skelly-Hobbs

area and eastern Callahan Divide area prior to the ex

posure represented by surface 5 consisted of relatively

deep, quiet water in which fossiliferous lime-wackestone
sediment was accumulating.

Withdrawal of the sea away

from the Callahan Complex area produced surface 5_ and

simultaneously shallowed water in surrounding areas
allowing more agitated, higher-energy conditions to
develop and produce bioclastic grainstones and packstones.

SWEETWATER

MERKEL

FIGURE 37.

LITHOFACIES DISTRIBUTIONS
DURING INTERVAL V.
(See Figure 28 for legend).
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INTERVAL V-a

Once again the Complex area was covered by water
allowing exposure surface 5 to be bored.

Major changes in

depositional environments in the western Callahan Divide

area accompanied this local transgression.

A dolomite

producing tidal-flat and supra-tidal environment, until

now confined to the area southwest of the study area
(J. Marcantel,

1968) began to encroach northward, while

simultaneously to the northeast in the vicinity of the
Skelly-Hobbs area, a rudist-reef-complex began to develop

(E. Marcantel, 1968).
The Callahan Complex at this time continued to mani
fest itself, but began to change in character as the result

of the encroaching tidal flat environment.

In the immedi

ate vicinity of the Complex, Interval V-a is represented
by units of contrasting lithology in the Culwell Ranch and

Brooks Ranch sections.

The crest of the Complex was

probably exposed along an axis connecting the Sweetwater

and Barton Ranch sections.

This condition resulted in

the deposition of fossiliferous, lime-wackestone sediment
in a protected and perhaps deeper, low-energy environment

on the west side of the exposed area

(Figure 38).

MERKEL

SWEETWATER

FIGURE 38.

LITHOFACIES DISTRIBUTIONS
DURING INTERVAL V-a.
(See Figure 28 for legend).
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Contemporaneously, as a result of the exposed area and
the encroaching tidal-flat environment, a constricted area
through which marine currents were able to pass began to

form in the Brooks Ranch area.

Material being shed from

the rudist reef to the northeast was deposited as poorly

sorted sediment in the topographically low, channel-like

constriction.

This material is represented by units

thirteen and fifteen in the Brooks Ranch section.

Current

features unsuitable for determining current directions
are exhibited as small-scale planar and festoon cross
beds of poorly sorted to well-sorted grainstone composed
of sand-size mollusk fragments, algal plates and large
rudist fragments.

The coarse, poorly sorted material in

the small-scale cross-beds probably indicates rapid depo
sition in a channel receiving an abundant supply of

unsorted sediment.

Surface 6_ represents the upper boundary of Interval
V-a.

Surface 6 is shown onlapping surface 5

gram) on the crest of the Complex.

(panel dia

Surface 5_ could be

interpreted to have been bored only on the flanks of the

Complex during the early part of the deposition of Inter

val V-a while the crest of the Complex remained exposed.
In this case, surface 6 truncates surface 5 near the crest
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of the Complex.

An alternate interpretation would include

the possibility that surface 5_ was bored across the Com

plex area during a short inundation in the early part of
Interval V-a and subsequently exposed along the crest of

the Complex shortly after the bored surface was produced.

In this case, surface 6 coincides with surface 5_ along the
crest of the Complex and represents a single surface which
was bored during two different time intervals.
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INTERVAL VI

Interval VI represents a peak in the growth of the
Callahan Complex.

Inundation and boring of surface 6_

was accompanied by increased deposition of coarse, poorly
sorted channel material

(Figures 17 and 18) near the con

stricted and topographically low area at the Brooks Ranch

section.

Current directions in the poorly sorted, channel

sequence of Interval VI at the Brooks Ranch locality were
obtained from dip directions of large-scale festoon cross

beds

(Figures 39, 40 and 41).
During the deposition of Interval VI the channel

was becoming more restricted with increased northward
encroachment of the tidal-flat environment into the Bar

ton-Lambert Ranch locality and the progressive southward

accretion of large, inclined beds in the Sweetwater
locality (Figure 39) .

The tidal-flat environment of Interval VI is repre
sented by a bed of dolomite

(unit fifteen, Barton-Lambert

Ranch section) which is pictured in Figure

4 .

The dolo

mite of Interval VI is not laminated, yet the grain size
of constituent dolomite grains averages ten microns which

would support penecontemporaneous

(perhaps tidal-flat)

origin and prohibit origin by secondary dolomitization.

SWEETWATER

MERKEL

FIGURE 39.

LITHOFACIES DISTRIBUTIONS
DURING INTERVAL VI.
(See Figure 28 for legend).
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Figure 40.
Large-scale, festoon cross-bedding in the
upper part of Interval VI, Brooks Ranch section.
Clip
board marks center of cross-bed troughs which dip in a
direction toward the upper, right corner of photograph.

Figure 41.
Large-scale, festoon cross-bedding in
poorly sorted, bioclastic grainstone facies, Interval
VI, Brooks Ranch section.
Brunton marks axis of
trough which dips in a direction toward the upper,
left corner of photograph.
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Unit eighteen of the Sweetwater section is comprised

of large inclined accretion beds

(Figures 42, 43, and 44)

which are unique in the study area.

The accretion-bed

unit is approximately 8.5 feet thick and consists of
individual cross-bed sets exhibiting less-well-developed

internal small-scale cross-bedding which dips in the di
rection of accretion.

Thickness of individual accre

tion beds varies from two inches to two feet.

Indivi

dual accretion beds or cross-bed sets vary approximately

eight to twenty-five feet in length along the outcrop.

The road-cut in which these accretion beds are exposed
is nearly parallel to dip direction of the beds, thus

allowing easy determination of true dip direction.

Dips

on individual accretion beds were taken on the top, crest
and toe of the bed

(Figure 44).

The inclination at the

crest of six beds ranged from 13° to 25°.

Dip direction

of the accretion beds ranges S10°E to S28°W.

The toe or

base and the top of some accretion beds are tangential to

the top and bottom of the underlying and overlying units
respectively.

Not all accretion beds span the entire vertical
distance of the accretion-bed unit.

Many of the beds

pinch out laterally above or below the unit boundaries.
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Figure 42. Accretion beds, unit 18, Sweetwater section.
Numerals are 3 inches in height and mark locations from
which rock samples were taken.

Figure 43. Accretion beds, unit 18, Sweetwater section.
Bed "pinches out" at the toe (3) and becomes tangential
to underlying accretion bed.
Note coarse, "vuggy" zone
in upper part of photograph. Numerals are 3 inches in
height.
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Those accretion beds which can be traced to the upper or

lower boundary of the accretion bed unit become flattened
or more horizontal away from the crest of the bed and are

tangential to the unit boundaries; thus the beds are con
cave-up below the crest and convex-up above the crest
(Figure 44) .

An interesting aspect of the accretion beds is the
distribution of constituent-grain sizes within the accre
tion bed unit, vertically and within individual accretion
beds laterally.

Coarse-grained material is concentrated

in the upper 2.5 feet of the unit.

The lower part of the

unit consists of relatively finer-grained carbonate sand
and, unlike the upper part, contains mud.

The coarse, upper zone contains an abundance of
pebble- and cobble-size rudist fragments in a matrix of
poorly sorted, coated to non-coated,

smaller grains derived

from mollusk shells, algal plates, echinoid tests, and
intraclasts.

Many of the mollusk fragments in the upper,

coarse zone have been removed by processes of weathering

resulting in a very porous,

"vuggy" appearance of that

part of the unit (Figure 45).

The unit grades downward into relatively finer mate
rial consisting of predominantly coated to non-coated,

Figure 44. Accretion beds, unit 18, Sweetwater section. Bed is approxi
mately 15 feet in length along outcrop. Numeral "2" marks crest of bed.
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angular to rounded, bioclastic grains with some true
ooliths present.

The lower part of those beds in which

the toe is preserved exhibits a predominantly micritic

matrix containing well-sorted, sand-size, bioclastic
grains with occasional large mollusk fragments

(Figure 47).

The accretion-beds unit is underlain by four feet of
horizontally bedded,

clayey wackestone containing echi-

noids, oysters and clams.

The underlying unit does not

exhibit cross-bedding or other directional features.

The

contact of the accretion beds and the underlying unit is
apparently conformable.

Areas of carbonate-sand accumulation in the Bahamas
(Ball,

1967) exhibit large-scale spillover lobes which

are characterized on their lee side or nose by large
foreset-beds similar to the Sweetwater accretion beds.
Lobes described by Ball have dimensions of approximately

1000 feet in width,
height.

3000 feet in length and 6 feet in

Origin and orientation of the spillover lobes

described by Ball is determined by currents moving across
a slope break and onto a broad bank upon which carbonate-

sand material is present.

Orientation of the long axis

of the lobes is normal to the slope break.

It must be

pointed out that foreset-beds forming in the manner

Figure 45. Coarse-grained, "vuggy", upper zone of
accretion-bed unit, Sweetwater section.
Note the many
large rudist-fragment molds. Numeral is 3 inches in
height.

Figure 46. Close view of well-sorted, fine-grained
material in toe of accretion bed, Sweetwater section.
Toe of bed "pinches out" left to right.
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Figure 47.
Photomicrograph of sample from toe of accre
tion bed, Sweetwater section. Micrite is predominant
in the matrix surrounding coated grains, ooliths and
large oyster fragment.
Photomicrograph taken of peel.
10X.

X

described by Ball usually exhibit a grain size distri

bution which is a reverse of the size distribution of
grains in the Sweetwater accretion beds.

This is the

result of avalanching of coarse material over the front
of the lobe and down the nose to the base of the foreset
bed .

Ball

(1967) also describes a mechanism for spit

accretion which could be applied to the Sweetwater
inclined beds, but for one important exception.

The spit

accretion beds which he studied were always associated
with basal festoon cross-bedding dipping in a direction

normal to the dip direction of the accretion beds.

This

relationship is not present in the Sweetwater accretion
beds unit.
Swinchatt

(1967) discusses a mechanism for the origin

of large inclined cross-bedding similar to the accretion

beds in the Sweetwater section.

Relative grain size

distribution within the beds described by Swinchatt is

He finds coarse material present in

especially notable.

the upper part of the unit and relatively finer material

in the lower part.

This distribution is reflected in

individual beds also.

The phenomenon is explained in

part as the result of accretion on the lee side of
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topographically high,

submarine

area.

Swinchatt's discussion necessitates a submarine
barrier producing constricted currents resulting in
"segregation of transported sediment into distinct bed

load and suspended load components".

His mechanism of

"flow separation over a channel-floor discontinuity"

requires evidence for strong channel-type currents in
the direction of accretion.

No evidence for these con

ditions can be offered from this writer's observations

of the Sweetwater accretion beds.
If one ignored the grain-size distribution and,
despite the conflict, proposed a spillover-lobe-origin

for the Sweetwater accretion beds, then a conflict in

direction of accretion and orientation of slope-break
in the Callahan Complex area must be resolved.

Slope

breaks in the Callahan Complex were oriented in a general
northwest-southeast direction as illustrated in the pre

ceding series of paleogeographic maps.

Moreover,

since

lobes of the type discussed by Ball are numerously

distributed within a linear sand area paralleling the

slope-break, one would expect to observe,

in the Callahan

Complex area, more than a single outcrop of such a spec

tacular sedimentary structure.

Accretion beds in the

so

Callahan Divide are confined to the Sweetwater section.
The accretion beds in the Sweetwater section are

interpreted as having been formed during the deposition
of a spit related to an exposed remnant of the former
large exposed area of Interval V-a

(Figure 38).

Scale

of the beds, internal structure and distribution of

grain sizes within the accretion beds are much like the

characteristics described by Ball in his discussion of a
mechanism for spit accretion.

The lack of festoon

cross-bedding at the base of the inclined-beds unit
could be attributed to currents insufficient in strength
to cause such a structure.

Coarse material was probably

concentrated in the upper part of the beds by winnowing

action in a swash zone exposed at the surface.
As mentioned before,

the Sweetwater accretion beds

are a unique outcrop and this supports the idea that they

were deposited as a local, probably ephemeral feature.
The accretion beds are spectacular in appearance.

Conse

quently, much discussion has been given to their descrip
tion and origin.

The writer, however, offers the sugges

tion that the spectacular appearance is out of proportion

to their significance when related to a depositional
interpretation of the entire Callahan Complex.

SI

INTERVAL VII

The boundary between Interval VI and Interval VII
is not marked by a diastem; therefore, the top of the

Sweetwater accretion-beds unit has been arbitrarily chosen
to separate the two stratigraphic sequences.

Interval VII is characterized in part by deposition
on a large tidal-flat area which continued to spread into
the northeastern Callahan Divide area

(Skelly-Hobbs area) .

Figure 46 shows a boundary separating a southern area
dominated by the deposition of tidal-flat dolomite and a

northern area characterized by the deposition of pellet

grainstones.
During the early part of Interval VII grainstones

and packstones were deposited at the Sweetwater locality
in a northward-retreating shoal environment.

The nearby

Culwell Ranch locality was the site of clayey, sparsely

fossiliferous wackestone deposition during the early
part of Interval VII.

This was due, perhaps, to a quiet

water environment protected by the nearby,

local barrier

(spit) which formed during the deposition of Interval VI.
Areas to the east of the Callahan Complex and north
of the tidal-flat area were dominated by the deposition

MERKEL

SWEETWATER

FIGURE 48.

LITHOFACIES DISTRIBUTIONS
DURING INTERVAL VII.
(See Figure 28 for legend).
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of pellet grainstones

(Figure 48) .

The environment in which the pellet grainstones
were deposited was situated in a normal lithofacies rela
tionship as an open-marine area parallel to the tidal-flat

environment to the south.
was deeper,

In the open-sea direction water

less agitated and probably supported an abun

dant fauna capable of producing vast amounts of fecalpellet sediment.

A paucity of shell material in the

grainstones of Interval VII indicates that the well-sorted

pellets were probably deposited in shallower water nearer
the tidal-flat environment by currents sufficient in force

to winnow the mud fraction from the sediment, yet not able

to concentrate large shell fragments or sand-size grains.

The facies boundary between the tidal-flat environment

and the pellet grainstone environment shifted over short,
lateral distances in a north-south direction as indicated

by thin sequences of grainstones in the predominantly
laminated-dolomite

sequences of Interval VII in the Bar

ton-Lambert Ranch section and the Skelly-Hobbs III-IV
section.

I
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Figure 49.
Pellet grainstone consisting of well-sorted,
pellets, miliolid tests, small intraclasts and a large
oyster fragment. Sample taken from sequence exhibiting
cross-bedding. Culwell Ranch, unit 24.
14X.

Figure 50.
Pellet grainstone, Martin Ranch section, unit
22.
Specimen also contains foram tests and rare mollusk
fragments.
14X.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A rapid marine transgression of west-central Texas
during Early Fredericksburg (Cretaceous) time resulted in
the deposition of the nodular, clay-bearing, mollusk and
algal fragment wackestones comprising the lower part of
the limestone sequence on the Callahan Divide.

The quiet-water environment in which the regionally
extensive sequence of nodular limestones were deposited

was soon interrupted locally by the deposition of bioclas
tic lime-sands in a northwest-southeast-oriented shoal

area characterized by high-energy conditions.

Strong wave

action in the very shallow water of the shoal environment
resulted in efficient fragmentation and concentration of

an abundant supply of mollusk and algal fragments.

The high-energy, shallow water conditions remained
localized and persisted throughout Fredericksburg time re

sulting in a lime-grainstone deposit approximately 65 feet

thick and covering a linear tract of approximately twenty

square miles.

The lime-grainstone deposit is referred to

in this paper as the Callahan Complex.

The depositional history of the Callahan Complex is
characterized by periods of time during which sediments

in the area were subaerially exposed and lithified.
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Periods of subaerial exposure are represented in the

limestone sequence of the Callahan Divide as stratigraphic
breaks marked by bivalved-moHusk borings.

The diastems or stratigraphic breaks probably resulted
from (1) rapid accumulation of sediment on topographically

high areas of the sea bottom and

(2) fluctuations of sea

level resulting from regional differential subsidence of
the structurally high Callahan Divide area with respect
to the East Texas and Rio Grande Embayments.
Sea bottom topography in the shoal environment was
due primarily to the erosional relief produced during the

periods of subaerial exposure.

These positive areas of the

sea floor resulted in an environment of

(1) shallow shoal

areas upon which well-sorted fine-grained mollusk and algal
fragment grainstones were concentrated and

deeper, probably grassy,

(2) relatively

intershoal areas in which pack

stone sediment was deposited.
Some of the intershoal areas probably became en

larged into major channels which formed in a direction
normal to the linear, carbonate-sand trend and allowed

passage of marine currents through the area.

The channels

were characterized by deposition of well-sorted, oolith
grainstone — probably tidal channel deposits — and
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coarse, poorly sorted, bioclastic grainstone — probably
rapid deposition of abundant, unsorted sediment being
shed from nearby areas such as rudist reefs.

From the time of inception during the later part of
the deposition of Interval I until culmination during the

early part of the deposition of Interval VII, growth of

the Callahan Complex was punctuated by five successive
cycles of deposition,
gence.

emergence,

lithification and submer

The carbonate-sand deposit resulting from this

complexity of depositional stages is oriented as a linear
body

which locally coincides with the axis of the Concho

Arch, a regional, subsurface, Paleozoic structure.

Inas

much as the Callahan Complex, during its deposition, was
oriented in an abnormal relationship perpendicular to the
Cretaceous continental shelf-edge much farther to the

south, it is not unreasonable to suggest that the differ

ential, perhaps pulsating, subsidence of the Concho Arch
was responsible for the localization of shallow conditions

and periodic subaerial exposure of the Callahan complex
area.
Dimensions of the Callahan Complex suggest that,

during its deposition,

it was extensive enough to have

served as a barrier to the passage of terrigenous clay

S3

sediment being received from a distant source to the
northeast and to have inhibited only local circulation of
marine waters.
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APPENDIX - A

SECTIONS MEASURED DURING STUDY
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EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS

used on

SECTION PROFILES

Algae

Miliolid

Ammonite

Monopleura

Caprinid

Pecten

Caprotinid

Radiolite

Ceratostreon texanum
(Exogyra texana)

Texiqryphaea
(Grvphaea)

Chondrodonta

Toucasia

Coral

Borings

Dictyoconus

Chert

Echinoid

Dolomite

Gastropod

Nodular

Heart clam

Shell fragments

Intraclasts, pellets, ooliths and sand
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Adrian Ranch Section
Nolan

County

95

BARTON-LAMBERT RANCH SECTION
NOLAN COUNTY

96

97

BROOKS RANCH SECTION

98

99

Culwell Ranch Section

100

101

KTXS Section
Taylor County

102

103

Martin Ranch Section
Nolan County

104

105

Maryneal Composite Section
Nolan County

106

107

Mulberry Canyon Section

108

109

Route 70 Composite Section
Nolan

County

110

111

Skelly Hobbs III'IV Composite Section
Nolan

County

112

113

114

115

APPENDIX - B
SECTIONS AFTER MOORE

(1967)

116

117

118

Nipple Peak Section
Coke

County

119

120

121

122

123

124

Sil ver Section
Coke

County

Dolomite rubble to top of ossa; 6.0*
Thin-to medium-bedded dolomitei ohert nodules in middle;
6.0"
Maoslve dolomlto; 4.2*

Thin-beddod dolomite; nodular in upper part; chert nodules
in base; 5.5"
Thin- to medium-bedded, laminated dolomite; 5.4"

Nodular dolomite I 2.2*

Dolomltized marl; mostly covered) 2.9'

Nodular dolomite; 2.6'
Thin-bedded dolomite; 6.7'

Massive dolomite with sparse olaste; 6.$'

Nodular dolomite; 4.6'
Thin-bedded dolomite; 6.8*

W A R D S FO R M ATIO N

9

Caprinid-Chondrodonta ehell fragment biomiorite; 9.6'

Fosailiferous, algal intraaiorite with eohinoida, gastropoda
i olanB; 9.2*
Covered; probably marl; 5.0"

Dolomite; thin-beddod in lover part, nodular in upper
part; 6.7'

125

126

Skelly Hobbs I-II Section
Nolan County

127

128

Sweetwater Section
Nolan County

129

130

ZACHARY QUARRY SECTION
TAYLOR COUNTY

131

13
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